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COMMITTEE MINUTES
MINUTES OF THE PLANNING AND LICENSING COMMITTEE MEETING held on Monday 14
September 2015 at 7.30pm in the Astley Room at the Village Hall, Station Road, Broughton Astley.
PRESENT:

Cllrs G Brown, R H Capewell, S Hendy, L R Patrick, M Stell and M Swinfen

APOLOGIES: None
CLERK:

Mrs A Wood

MINUTE NO.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST AND REQUESTS FOR DISPENSATIONS
734.15
None were received.
15/01292/PCD
Applicant:
Jelson Ltd
Location:
Land East Of Broughton Way, Broughton Astley, Leicestershire
Proposal:
Discharge of Condition 2 (materials), Condition 10 (surface water drainage)
and Condition 11 (Refuse/Recycling Scheme) of 15/00396/REM
735.15

RESOLVED: The Parish Council noted the discharge of Conditions 2, 10 and 11 of
15/00396/REM with no further action required.
15/01313/FUL
Applicant:
Davidsons Developments Ltd
Location:
Land Off Dunton Road, Broughton Astley, Leicestershire
Proposal:
Discharge of Condition 20 (Construction Method Statement) and Condition
21 (scheme of hard and soft landscaping) of 13/01539/FUL

736.15

RESOLVED: Members noted the discharge of Conditions 20 and 21 of 13/01539/FUL
with no further action required.
15/01340/OUT
Applicant:
Mr I P Crane
Location:
Land Off Crowfoot Way, Broughton Astley, Leicestershire
Proposal:
Erection of 50 dwellings, including a scout hall, land for school use,
allotments, public open space, access and landscaping (revised scheme of
14/01388/OUT)

737.15

RESOLVED: Further to the comments submitted to Harborough District Council on
13 November 2014 and 20 July 2015, the Parish Council reiterates its strong
objection to this application and resubmits both its previous comments of
14/01388/OUT and additional comments applicable to this new application:
Location - The site is not included in the Broughton Astley Neighbourhood Plan
(BANP). Permission was granted before the Neighbourhood Plan was adopted and
so was not included in the consultation period. However, the reasons for the Parish
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Council objections have not changed.
The site is considered to be in a remote location quite a distance from the village
centre. It would be poorly supported by public transport, the nearest bus route
being quite a distance away, through the adjacent housing estate. Traffic to the
new development would also have to travel through an already busy housing estate
to get to their homes.
The Parish Council considers that the existing boundary is currently as far as the
village should extend. This development is an extension too far.
Traffic - The development would cause an increase in traffic through an already
busy estate. The additional residents from the new development would cause an
increase to existing school traffic to Hallbrook Primary School. This in turn would
add to additional parking problems at the School.
Car parking in the area is an existing problem with cars constantly parked on kerbs
to the side of these roads adding to the dangers and potential congestion.
The route for construction traffic is not very straight forward as traffic has to wind
its way through windy narrow roads and already busy streets of the existing
housing estate. This would cause increased disruption to existing residents.
Allotments - Adequate provision for allotments for the residents of Broughton
Astley has already been obtained with the extension to the original Western Willows
site, called the Sutton Site. The waiting list currently held for these allotments is
currently exhausted and a couple of vacancies are left.
Due to the addition of the Sutton Site there is no need for additional allotments on
this site. If they were to be included in the development the Parish Council would
have concerns regarding the responsibility for the running of the new allotments
including the maintenance, water supply and site facilities.
Badgers - The Committee would like to draw attention to the existence of a badger
sett on the development site which is confirmed by the reports of Phillip Irving and
the Wildlife Consultants Limited.
The badgers will not be constrained by the boundaries of the development.
Although space has been left along the badger path and close to the badger sett it
does not follow that the badgers will stay away from resident's gardens. There is
potential for future conflict between the residents and the badgers. Some residents
will own dogs.
It is known locally that there are other badger setts around Clump Hill and this
development may force the badgers close to the site to encroach on these areas.
This reduces their foraging area and constricts their territory. In the conclusion
from the Wildlife Consultants Limited they acknowledge that 'the proposed
development of the site will have an effect (disturbance) on the badgers and the sett
beyond this site’.
Unlike application 10/01579/OUT for 50 houses, application 12/00494/OUT for 111
dwellings was included in the consultation process of the Neighbourhood Plan.
This site was never chosen and has always been unpopular with villagers and the
residents of the existing Jelson estate. Had application 10/01579/OUT been
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included it would almost certainly have been rejected as well.
As this is a full planning application with considerable changes to layout and type
of housing the Parish Council does not consider that previous planning
permissions can be taken into consideration. This application should be treated as
a new and separate submission.
Permission for this application was originally granted in November 2011. The
applicant has not developed the site since this time and has received permission
for an extension until November 2016. This delay has meant that housing has not
come forward as a contribution to the housing needs of the District.
Both of these sites have never been supported by the Parish Council. This is
backed up by many previous objections from residents in Broughton Astley.
The BANP has positively planned to meet the development needs of the village and
provides for an additional 528 properties. Taking into account the 68 dwellings
(excluding the original application for Crowfoot Way) already built or given planning
permission the total allocated in Broughton Astley amount to a total of 596
dwellings. This allocation is over and above the quota of 400 given by Harborough
District Council with a sufficient buffer to not need these 50 dwellings or the 111
from the adjacent site.
This site has always been necessary for access to the adjacent field for a further
111 dwellings 12/00494/OUT. The appeal for this application was dismissed at the
High Court. It is obvious from the plan that access is still proposed onto this site
for future development.
Additionally, the Parish Council has further comments to make in response to the
SUPPORTING STATEMENT for Revision to Planning Consents 10/01579/OUT and
12/01633/REM for 50 dwellings at Land South of Crowfoot Way:
Principle of development
7.1.1
The principle of residential development of the site for 50 dwellings is accepted by
virtue of the existing planning consents and is confirmed in the pre-application
advice received from Roz Hair on 6th February 2014.
The Parish Council does not regard this application as a revision of previous
planning consents due to the change of layout and types of housing. The applicant
has claimed to have started the development but the foundations laid do not
resemble this application.
7.1.2
However, 14/01388/OUT was treated as new development in the countryside
although the Officer’s report presents no clear view on whether or not development
of the site is acceptable in principle, instead producing a very finely balanced view.
The Parish Council considers this to be a new development because the original
application was not delivered and the site layout and type of housing has changed
significantly.
7.1.3
The Officer’s Report states that the site is outside of development limits but in light
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of the shortfall in the five year supply the proposal accords with policy CS2a.
However, the Officer’s Report concludes that it conflicts with BANP Policy H1 since
it is not allocated by this policy and in light of the Secretary of State decision
relating to the adjacent site, attributes very substantial negative weight to this
conflict.
The BANP does not support this application it is outside the limits of development
and the original application was objected to by the Parish Council.
7.1.6
The Officer’s Report concluded that, on balance, the application be refused with the
perceived conflict with the BANP being the over-riding factor weighing against the
proposal.
7.1.7
Firstly, material considerations have changed significantly since the refusal of
14/01388/OUT. Secondly, this Planning Statement provides detailed, up-to-date
information to demonstrate that the fallback position is considerably different from
that presented to committee in January 2015.
Nothing has changed to alter the Parish Council’s reasons for objecting to this
application, as indicated in all previous letters of objection.
7.1.8
When application 14/01388/OUT was refused, there was considerably less clarity on
the policy position in relation to Neighbourhood Plans such that conflict with the
Neighbourhood Plan cannot now be a reason for refusal in this case.
The Localism Act 2011 gave Parish Council’s the opportunity to decide on where
future developments could be designated. The location of this site has always been
a major problem; the BANP has designated sites in more suitable locations.
7.1.9
The Officer’s Report relies on the Secretary of State decision relating to the
adjacent site which gave very substantial weight to the BANP, despite it being out
of date. However, although that site is physically adjacent to the application site, it
was treated extremely differently through the BANP plan making process and the
Secretary of State decision was made under significantly different circumstances.
Since the refusal of 14/01388/OUT, the High Court Judgement relating to this case
has been published which clarifies the position.
The BANP was only newly made in February 2014 and so could not be ‘out of date’.
7.1.10
A subsequent High Court decision has established that a shortfall in the five year
supply does result in Neighbourhood Plan policies for the supply of housing being
out of date. Finally, an appeal decision relating to the BANP Reserve Site has been
issued which further changes the weight to be given to policies in the BANP.
The housing supply refers to the Harborough District area; Broughton Astley has
taken an amount of housing over and above its allocated quota of 400 residences.
The BANP has positively planned to meet the development needs of the village and
provides for an additional 528 properties. Taking into account the dwellings already
built or given planning permission the total allocated in Broughton Astley is now in
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excess of 600 dwellings.
7.1.11
Development of the appeal site cannot be in conflict with the BANP since it had
planning consent for the entire duration of the BANP process; indeed the BANP
was made in the full expectation and reliance of 50 units being delivered on this
site.
The appeal site is in conflict with the BANP as this site is considered to be too
remote from the centre of the village and lacks sustainability. Public opinion has
demonstrated that had the application been included in the consultation period it
would have been rejected for the same reasons as the adjacent site of 111
dwellings 14/01388/OUT, which was refused. Although consent was obtained prior
to the BANP the development has failed to deliver in the last five years.
7.1.12
As stated by the Parish Council in their response to 14/01388/OUT, permission for
this site was granted before the BANP was started and was not included in any of
the site consultations. Indeed, the Localism Act, which provides the provisions for
the preparation of a “neighbourhood development plan” did not come into effect
until April 2012 (some 5 months after the granting of consent 10/01579/OUT) so it is
impossible for this site to have been considered as anything other than an existing
commitment.
The Parish Council recognises that this application predates the BANP; however,
these houses could have been delivered but were not.
7.1.13
Reference to the BANP evidence base demonstrates that at no point was this site
considered for allocation.
This site was not considered as the decision had already been made.
7.1.14
That the application site was treated as an existing commitment and not subject to
consultation or considered for allocation is of material importance to this
application, in light of the High Court judgement relating to the adjacent site.
This site has never been supported by the Parish Council or its residents. The
original application could have been built during the previous five year period. The
Parish Council considers this as a new application and is therefore subject to the
BANP.
7.1.15
The judgement states that the adjacent site does conflict with policy H1 of the
BANP on the basis that it was specifically considered for allocation and the
decision was made not to. This is the determining factor in ruling that it conflicts,
with the allocations policies, despite there being no counter-policy to protect
unallocated sites from development such as limits to development.
The adjacent site was considered for allocation during the making of the BANP but
was not a popular choice for the residents. This site was considered outside the
limits to development and was not included in policy H1 of the BANP.
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7.1.16
The application site cannot be said to conflict with the BANP in light of the
judgement because it was never considered through the plan making process.
The application site was considered during the planning process by the Parish
Council where objections were given and it was already known via the SHLAA that
more suitable alternative sites were available for development.
7.1.17
Subsequent to both the refusal of 14/01388/OUT and the above Judgement, a further
Judgement has clarified the position further. The Secretary of State decision at
Sayers Common in Mid Sussex (APPD3830/A/12/2189451) was quashed by the High
Court on grounds that the absence of a proper Objective Assessment of Housing
Needs for the district did not justify the Secretary of State’s decision to increase the
weight attached to the draft Neighbourhood Plan.
This case does not apply to Broughton Astley as Harborough District Council
demonstrates its assessment of housing needs.
7.1.18
As such, even if there is considered to be a conflict with the BANP, the shortfall in
the five year supply should reduce the weight to be attributed to this conflict.
The housing supply refers to the Harborough District area; Broughton Astley has
taken an amount of housing over and above its allocated quota of 400 residences.
The BANP has positively planned to meet the development needs of the village and
provides for an additional 528 properties. Taking into account the dwellings already
built or given planning permission the total allocated in Broughton Astley is now in
excess of 600 dwellings.
7.1.19
A recent Secretary of State decision relating to the BANP Reserve Site at Dunton
Road (leading case APP/F2415/A/14/2213765), clearly went against the phasing
policy in the BANP, demonstrating that there can be flexibility in interpreting its
policies in light of the five year supply shortfall.
The Dunton Road site is the reserve site and always been included in the BANP.
Only the phasing has changed not the housing allocation. Broughton Astley has
demonstrated flexibility by including a reserve site and taking over and beyond its
allocation of housing.
7.1.20
The Secretary of State concluded that as a reserve site it was acceptable “in
principle”, in spite of the phasing policy. Weight was also given to the fact that it is
not included in the environment section, not in the area of separation, not local
green space and the Secretary of State agrees that no policies in the
Neighbourhood Plan seek to protect the appeal site from development; neither do
they classify the site as a valued landscape, worthy of protection. Similarly, the
subject site is acceptable “in principle” because it has consent and no constraining
designation so should be treated in the same way.
The Dunton Road site is included in the BANP and so is not comparable to the
appeal site.
7.1.21
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The Dunton Road decision also raises question marks over delivery of the allocated
sites. The Inspector considered that the pace of delivery of allocated sites will be
constrained in relation to the quantum in the proposed phasing. The Inspector
considered that, by the end of phase 2 (April 2019), about 270-300 dwellings will
have been completed on Sites 1A and 2, i.e. significantly short of the 400 dwellings
envisaged in the BANP during this period.
The allocated sites are making progress and due to deliver more than the allocated
400 dwellings.
7.1.22
Importantly, the Inspector found (and Secretary of State agreed) no robust evidence
that permitting the reserve site would prevent delivery of allocated sites and S106
agreements, nor would it undermine the BANP. The Inspector said that “it is easy to
see why a community that has been involved in the preparation of its own NP, in the
spirit of localism, can become disenchanted with a scheme that threatens to breach
the phasing sequence, contrary to policy P1. It is vital that the confidence of the
local community in the planning system, and in particular in its own NP, should not
be eroded. However, I do not believe that the proposal would “scupper” the BANP
or undermine its strategy.”
The Dunton Road site has always been included in the BANP.
7.1.23
The same applies to the subject site, indeed more so as there is no policy relating
to it at all and it was consented, and therefore anticipated to deliver, when the BANP
was made.
The subject site has not delivered.
7.1.24
The decision also draws attention to BANP Policy P1, which states that the
development and construction of sites which bring the most potential benefit in the
shortest timescale to the community of Broughton Astley will be supported. This
same sentiment weighs heavily in favour of a revision to the consented scheme to
enable faster delivery.
The previous application was not delivered in the ‘shortest timescale’ as it has not
been developed in five years.
7.1.25
The refusal reason makes no mention of fallback, however, it is clear from the
committee report that this was a major determining factor in reaching the decision
to refuse the application and was used to determine how much weight to apply to
the perceived conflict with the BANP.
This is not applicable to application 15/01340/OUT.
7.1.26
The argument is somewhat circular as the Officer’s conclusion that the weight
given to the fallback position did not outweigh the BANP conflict was based on the
fact that the officer considered that the site was not viable, due to its conflict with
the BANP. This conclusion also appears to be directly contrary to the Council’s
legal advice.
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This is not applicable to application 15/01340/OUT.
7.1.27
For the avoidance of doubt, the consent is viable and the applicant has the
resources to develop the site himself and has started to do so. The reason the site
remains unsold is not due to unviability but due to the landowner wishing to fully
explore other options available, including development of the adjacent site, prior to
making a binding decision to sell.
The applicant did not attempt to develop the site until planning permission was due
to expire. A token start was attempted in January 2014, which has not continued
and is now derelict and a safety hazard. See attached photographs at Appendix A.
7.1.28
A significant number of builders were interested and 5 offers were received which
were considerably higher than the current use value, i.e. agricultural land value, of
the site.
This is not applicable to application 15/01340/OUT.
7.1.29
Most offers were conditional subject to securing planning for either more or larger
dwellings (and indeed one of them had discussions with Roz Hair of HDC regarding
this).
This is not applicable to application 15/01340/OUT.
7.1.30
The offers were not at a level sufficient to incentivise the landowner to sell.
However, it does not follow that this renders the scheme unviable or suggest that
developing the current consent has no prospect.
This is not applicable to application 15/01340/OUT.
7.1.31
The NPPG provides guidance on viability stating that it should consider competitive
returns to a willing landowner and willing developer to enable the development to
be deliverable. It defines a competitive return as “the price at which a reasonable
land owner would be willing to sell their land for the development” and goes on to
explain that this price will need to provide an incentive for the land owner to sell in
comparison with the other options available. “Those options may include the
current use value of the land or its value for a realistic alternative use that complies
with planning policy.”
This is not applicable to application 15/01340/OUT.
7.1.32
At the time the offers were made the landowner considered that other options were
available including revising the consent to enable a higher density of development
on the site and consequently a higher value, or developing the site himself.
Furthermore, there was considerable uncertainty and delay regarding the adjacent
site which was subject to an appeal so the landowner did not want to make any
binding decisions until there was clarity on the adjacent site.
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10/01579/OUT and 12/01633/REM could have been developed whilst the adjacent
site was being considered at appeal.
7.1.33
If the application and appeal process determine that no greater density of
development than that already consented is permitted the site, then the landowner
will either continue to develop the site himself or sell the site to a developer at a
price well in excess of agricultural value.
This is not applicable to application 15/01340/OUT.
7.1.34
The Officer’s Report provides no justification as to why the site is considered to be
unviable; there is no evidence or policy reference to “viability” or “deliverability”,
simply a statement at paragraph 6.19 that viability is key to deliverability.
All the previous Parish Council comments cover why the site is unviable.
7.1.35
This Planning Statement provides up-to-date information to demonstrate that the
site is viable.
All the previous Parish Council comments cover why the site is unviable.
7.1.36
The NPPF provides policy regarding viability but this primarily relates to plan
making, not decision taking. However, of note is footnote 11 to paragraph 47 states
that:
“To be considered deliverable, sites should be available now, offer a suitable
location for development now, and be achievable with a realistic prospect that
housing will be delivered on the site within five years and in particular that
development of the site is viable. Sites with planning permission should be
considered deliverable until permission expires, unless there is clear evidence that
schemes will not be implemented within five years, for example they will not be
viable, there is no longer a demand for the type of units or sites have long term
phasing plans.”
This is not a suitable location and has not been viable so far. It is too far from the
centre of the village and relies on access through an already large housing estate,
with winding roads and inadequate transport. The housing has not been delivered
on the site in five years.
7.1.37
Whilst this policy is in relation to the calculation of a five year supply, as opposed
to decision taking, it is relevant to this application. The application site is included
in the five year supply for the delivery of 50 dwellings in the next five years (last
calculation published very recently relating to the period 1 April 2015 to 31 March
2020). It is clear then, that for the purposes of the five year supply calculation, the
council consider that there is a realistic prospect that housing will be delivered on
the site within five years and in particular that development of the site is viable.
This site has been included in Harborough District Council’s five year housing
supply but has failed to deliver and has therefore contributed to the alleged
shortfall in the District. Past history has demonstrated a failure to deliver these 50
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houses and therefore it cannot be assumed that if permission was granted for this
application it would deliver in the next five years.
7.1.38
The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) 2013/2014, published
November 2014, lists the site in APPENDIX D: SHLAA Sites with Planning
Permission and categorised as “Deliverable in the next 5 years” and sets out the
test applied to all sites to establish their deliverability.
During the process of making the BANP residents made an informed selection from
23 sites around Broughton Astley using locations included in the SHLAA.
Development Sites 1A, 2 and the reserve site are deliverable within the next five
years.
7.1.39
To be categorised as “Suitable” the site passed the following test:
The site is located within an area which is consistent with adopted Core
Strategy/retained Local Plan policies on sustainable locations of development; has
no physical constraints which would prevent housing development being provided
within the next 5 years; and would not have a significant negative impact upon the
existing landscape.
So are many of the sites contained in the SHLAA.
7.1.40
To be categorised as “Available” the site passed the following test:
The site is controlled/owned by a housing developer, who has expressed an
intention to develop, or a land owner(s) has expressed an intention to sell; and
there are no ownership issues which could prevent housing development being
delivered at some point within the next 5 years.
Many other sites are also available but are not included in the BANP.
7.1.41
To be categorised as “Achievable” the site passed the following test:
There are no market, cost or delivery factors, that would make housing
development economically unviable within the next 5 years; and there is a
reasonable prospect that housing will be developed on site within the next 5 years.
This site has been included in Harborough District Council’s five year housing
supply but has failed to deliver. Past history has demonstrated a failure to deliver
these 50 houses and therefore it cannot be assumed that if permission was granted
for this application it would deliver in the next five years.
7.1.42
HDC’s current five year supply position (and indeed all previous five year supply
position statements since the S106 for application 10/01579/OUT was signed in
November 2011) includes 50 deliveries from the appeal site.
The housing supply refers to the Harborough District area; Broughton Astley has
taken an amount of housing over and above its allocated quota of 400 residences.
The BANP has positively planned to meet the development needs of the village and
provides for an additional 528 properties. Taking into account the dwellings already
built or given planning permission the total allocated in Broughton Astley is now in
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excess of 600 dwellings.
7.1.43
The conclusions reached regarding deliverability in the Officer’s Report raise
serious questions as to the robustness of the five year supply position. If the
Officer’s Report represents the opinion of HDC with regard to this site, then HDC
are including sites which are considered undeliverable, and it is likely that the five
year supply shortfall is worse than published. The position would be 4.37 years, if
the 50 dwellings from this site were excluded but this also raises the question as to
how many other sites included in the supply are in a similar position.
The housing supply refers to the Harborough District area; Broughton Astley has
taken an amount of housing over and above its allocated quota of 400 residences.
The BANP has positively planned to meet the development needs of the village and
provides for an additional 528 properties. Taking into account the dwellings already
built or given planning permission the total allocated in Broughton Astley is now in
excess of 600 dwellings.
7.1.44 to 7.1.73
The Parish Council considers that all previous comments apply to these points.
7.9
Density
7.9.6
This application seeks to increase the size of dwellings on site. Whilst dwelling
numbers would remain at 50, the built form on site and bedroom numbers would be
increased.
The extant consent comprises:
15 x 2 bed
22 x 3 bed
10 x 4 bed
3 x 5 bed
Total = 151 bedrooms.
7.9.7
This proposal comprises:
6 x 1 bed
6 x 2 bed
6 x 3 bed
22 x 4 bed
10 x 5 bed
Total = 174 bedrooms.
The Parish Council has significant concerns regarding the mix of housing if this
application were to be allowed. There is more demand nationally for smaller
residences. This application reduces the number of two and three bedroom
dwellings and increases the number of four and five bedroom dwellings. Although
the applicant argues that the total gives more bedrooms these will not all be
occupied in the larger houses i.e. guest rooms, offices, etc. and are so not serving
the national need.
Members noted the appeal made to the Planning Inspectorate regarding the refusal of
planning permission in respect of the following site:
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14/01388/OUT
Applicant:
Mr I P Crane
Location:
Land Off Crowfoot Way, Broughton Astley, Leicestershire
Proposal:
Erection of 50 dwellings, including a scout hall, land for new pre-school or
other school use, provision of allotments, public open space, access and associated
landscaping (all matters reserved) (revised scheme of 10/0579/OUT)
738.15

RESOLVED: Further to the comments submitted to Harborough District Council
from 29 October 2010 to 20 July 2015, the Parish Council reiterates its strong
objection to this application and submits the following comments to Harborough
District Council, copied directly to the Planning Inspectorate, as required:
Location - The site is not included in the Broughton Astley Neighbourhood Plan
(BANP). Permission was granted before the Neighbourhood Plan was adopted and
so was not included in the consultation period. However, the reasons for the Parish
Council objections have not changed.
The site is considered to be in a remote location quite a distance from the Village
Centre. It would be poorly supported by public transport, the nearest bus route
being quite a distance away, through the adjacent housing estate. Traffic to the
new development would also have to travel through an already busy housing estate
to get to their homes.
The Parish Council considers that the existing boundary is currently as far as the
village should extend. This development is an extension too far.
Traffic - The development would cause an increase in traffic through an already
busy estate. The additional residents from the new development would cause an
increase to existing School traffic to Hallbrook Primary School. This in turn would
add to additional parking problems at the School.
Car parking in the area is an existing problem with cars constantly parked on kerbs
to the side of these roads adding to the dangers and potential congestion.
The route for construction traffic is not very straight forward as traffic has to wind
its way through windy narrow roads and already busy streets of the existing
housing estate. This would cause increased disruption to existing residents.
Allotments - Adequate provision for allotments for the residents of Broughton
Astley has already been obtained with the extension to the original Western Willows
site, called the Sutton Site. The waiting list currently held for these allotments is
currently exhausted and a couple of vacancies are left.
Due to the addition of the Sutton Site there is no need for additional allotments on
this site. If they were to be included in the development the Parish Council would
have concerns regarding the responsibility for the running of the new allotments
including the maintenance, water supply and site facilities.
Badgers - The Parish Council would like to draw attention to the existence of a
badger sett on the development site which is confirmed by the reports of Phillip
Irving and the Wildlife Consultants Limited.
The badgers will not be constrained by the boundaries of the development.
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Although space has been left along the badger path and close to the badger sett it
does not follow that the badgers will stay away from resident's gardens. There is
potential for future conflict between the residents and the badgers. Some residents
will own dogs.
It is known locally that there are other badger setts around Clump Hill and this
development may force the badgers close to the site to encroach on these areas.
This reduces their foraging area and constricts their territory. In the conclusion
from the Wildlife Consultants Limited they acknowledge that 'the proposed
development of the site will have an effect (disturbance) on the badgers and the sett
beyond this site’.
Unlike the original application 10/01579/OUT for 50 houses, application
12/00494/OUT for 111 dwellings was included in the consultation process of the
Neighbourhood Plan. This site was never chosen and has always been unpopular
with villagers and the residents of the existing Jelson estate. Had application
10/01579/OUT been included it would almost certainly have been rejected as well.
As this is a full planning application with considerable changes to layout and type
of housing the Parish Council does not consider that previous planning
permissions can be taken into consideration. This application should be treated as
a new and separate submission.
Permission for this application was originally granted in November 2011. The
applicant has not developed the site since this time and has received permission
for an extension until November 2016. This delay has meant that housing has not
come forward as a contribution to the housing needs of the District.
Both of these sites have never been supported by the Parish Council. This is
backed up by many previous objections from residents in Broughton Astley.
The BANP has positively planned to meet the development needs of the village and
provides for an additional 528 properties. Taking into account the 68 dwellings
(excluding the original application for Crowfoot Way) already built or given planning
permission the total allocated in Broughton Astley amount to a total of 596
dwellings. This allocation is over and above the quota of 400 given by Harborough
District Council with a sufficient buffer to not need these 50 dwellings or the 111
from the adjacent site.
This site has always been necessary for access to the adjacent field for a further
111 dwellings 12/00494/OUT. The appeal for this application was dismissed at the
High Court. It is obvious from the plan that access is still proposed onto this site
for future development.
From the outset of the original application in 2010 the Parish Council has strongly
opposed this site due its location being too remote from the centre of the Village.
Over the last 30 years Broughton Astley has expanded rapidly with numerous addon housing estates but with very little infrastructure due to sites like this one being
approved.
The Localism Act 2011 gave Broughton Astley the chance to develop a
Neighbourhood Plan by including the residents in the decision making of future
building and infrastructure for the Village. During the consultation period the
resident’s opposition to the adjacent site, 12/00494/OUT for 111 dwellings, became
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evident and reinforced the Parish Council’s view of the unsuitability of adding more
housing to the already existing large housing estate.
The Parish Council is not evading its responsibility to provide housing in the
Harborough District and through the BANP has allocated for housing and
infrastructure on more suitable sites and locations to allow for the growth of the
Village.
It was expected that development on this site would commence within three years
of 10/01579/OUT and should have been completed before the Neighbourhood Plan
was adopted. There have been various amendments since then which Members
and residents have consistently objected too and despite being approved this site
has still not been developed in the last five years.
The Parish Council considers this to be a new application due to the fact that the
layout and housing mix have changed considerably and as it is not a site included
in the BANP it should be refused.
739.15

DECISIONS ON PLANNING APPLICATIONS
The members noted the decision applicable to the following application:
15/00953/FUL – 24 Montague Road (Approve (C))
15/01074/FUL – Land Off Fosse Way (Withdrawn)
15/01117/FUL – 2 Benford Gardens (Approve (C))
Members were advised that no new planning enforcement cases had been opened by
Harborough District Council for Broughton Astley since the last meeting.
Members reviewed Harborough District Council’s revised ‘Statement of Principles’ under
the Gambling Act 2005.

740.15

RESOLVED: Members noted the revised ‘Statement of Principles’ with no additional
comments.
Members noted the following:
i.

Draft Supplementary Planning Document consultation for submission to
Harborough District Council by 30 September 2015;

ii.

Draft results of the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA)
issued by Harborough District Council; and

iii.

Draft Open Spaces Strategy and Draft Provision for Open Space, Sport and
Recreation consultations for submission to Harborough District Council by 2
October 2015.

The majority of Members had now reviewed a hard copy of each document, following the
previous meetings; however, the completion of this task was deferred until the next
meeting. Mrs Stell requested that pages 19, 20 and 82 of the SHLAA were copied for
each Member for future reference.
741.15

RESOLVED: A hard copy of the Draft Supplementary Planning Document, Draft
Open Spaces Strategy and Draft Provision for Open Space, Sport and Recreation
consultations is to be circulated to the remaining Members of the Planning and
Licensing Committee for consideration and any comments are to be reviewed at the
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next meeting. That page 19, 20 and 82 of the SHLAA are copied for each Member.
The meeting closed at 8.59pm
DATE OF NEXT PLANNING AND LICENSING COMMITTEE MEETING
Monday 28 September 2015 at 7.30pm
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